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Testimonials

Riverside Park Home is a modern, bright
home in a safe, secure and attractive part
of the Pietermaritzburg CBD on Bulwer
Rd. The home provides spacious comfortable facilities for 102 permanent residents offering frail and/or specialised psycho-geriatric and respite care. Residents
can get involved in day to day activities or
just take it easy enjoying the care offered.

“I just wanted to send you all a very big
thank you for all the love and affection that
you have shown my dear Granny Buns over
the past years - I know she was very happy
and well cared for by you all. I appreciate
your kindness and loyalty so much”

The special care shown last week with continuous pressure care and concern was exceptional.

“Thank you again - I love getting your
pictures - we live sooooo far away and it is
great to see her looking so wonderful. Thank
you also for everything you and all the staff
do for her. You will never know just how
much it means to us.”

The tranquil accessible gardens are not
only home to an abundant birdlife, which
can be enjoyed from the patios, but are
also child friendly, while the heated, indoor
hydrotherapy pool is well used in summer.

February 2014
Barbara Ecob

Riverside hires out equipment such as
walkers, wheelchairs and commodes.

Riverside Offers Residents:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A comfortable home offering quality
frail, dementia and respite care
Full catering services
Laundry and cleaning services
24 hour nursing care
24 hour security
En-suite toilet facilities
A range of social activities
A range of convenience services

Our Pricing
The home caters for seniors requiring an
excellent standard of care and is priced
accordingly. The pricing for accommodation
options is adjusted on an annual basis. Please
visit www.padca.co.za for more details.

March 2014
Sharon, Damien and Makenzie Saville

...you are marvellous at your jobs, in my experience. Thank you so much, you are superb!!!

“Words cannot express how I and my
family appreciate the wonderful care you
gave Joe during his time at Riverside and
the spontaneous and friendly treatment
from residents made it in truth a home
from home. Thank you.”
Guirda Strayton and family
“I really need to tell you, you guys at
Riverside are the best, I only ever hear
good things about Riverside staff, and we
are so happy that our Dad could spend
his last days amongst such loving and
caring people.”
17 September 2013
Ian de Villiers and family

A Leader in Senior Care
PADCA is a vibrant, dynamic non-profit
organisation based in Pietermaritzburg,
a leader in senior care in the KwaZuluNatal Midlands, South Africa and a
resource of choice for senior citizens and
their families. We support people through
the aging process, offering a continuum
of services and care for seniors across the
whole financial spectrum.

strive to give them the support they need.
The Social Work Department is intrinsic to
the value PADCA adds. Our professional
Social Workers serve the community by
supplying information, linking you to
resources, responding to emergencies and
investigating abuse.

PADCA offers an extensive range of products
and services, with a range of facilities at various pricing points. Whether the senior is
looking to stay within the community or
in one of the accommodation facilities, we

We offer the hand of friendship to fellow
organisations in the sharing of knowledge,
expertise and resources and are active
on various forums to continually uphold
standards and the rights of senior citizens.

Eden Philosophy

The PADCA Family

We ascribe to the Eden Alternative, a philosophy

As part of the PADCA family, Riverside has

of care which honours the individuality of every

the leadership and support of the umbrella

senior and encourages the active participation

organisation and residents have preferential

of the residents in activities and decisions.

access to the continuum of PADCA services.

PADCA cares for 600 seniors under roof
and impacts 3000 seniors in the community.

Our Accommodation Facilities

Retirement Village
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